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Would Auctioning Off a Quota Always 

Raise Money for the Government? 

 

It might seem that auctioning off an import quota, if there has to be a 

quota, would be a way for a government to raise revenue. In a competitive 

situation, this will always be so. But in a non-competitive situation, it 

need not be the case.  

 

First, if the imported product is produced by a foreign monopolist who 

can price-discriminate, the monopolist will always raise its price to a level 

at which domestic demand = quota. The monopolist will capture all the rents 

created by the quota and no revenue would be obtained by a government quota 

auction. (No domestic interest would pay anything for the quota license since 

there would be no gap between the domestic and effective world price). 

 

Second, even if the monopolist can't discriminate (because buyers in 

cheap markets could not be prevented from re-selling in the expensive 

domestic market), the monopolist might set the price (in all markets - 

foreign and domestic) to the level where domestic demand = quota. Why would 

it do this? Figure 1 explains such behavior. 
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Suppose the monopolist produces at constant marginal cost (MC). Let Q* 

be the quota in the importing country (domestic market). If the monopolist 

prices at P', there will be no value to the quota (and no potential revenue 

for the government to obtain from a quota auction). Let the monopolist now 

consider dropping its price below P'. Would it consider cutting its price by 

an amount large enough to sell one more unit (in its home market, since it 

can't exceed the quota in the importing market)? 

 

Profit is initially hgdc (monopolist's home market) plus qrkj 

(importing market). Cutting the price to P" (the price which sells one more 

unit) means a profit loss of abdc + mnkj which must be balance against a gain 

of gfeb. Area mnkj acts as a constraint on price-cutting (it tends to keep 

the price at P') since price cutting in the importing market is a pure loss. 

Nothing can be gained in the importing market by way of more sales, so there 

is no analogous offset to area gfeb that is found in the monopolist's home 

market. 

 

Only a very tight quota (a low Q*) will make mnkj very small and so 

open the door to possible price cuts. (For example, if Q* = 0, a total import 

embargo, then mnkj = 0 and exerts no drag on price cutting. And only if there 

are price cuts will the government obtain any revenue. 

 

In short, with a monopolist selling the import good, it is possible 

that the monopolist will set the world price for the product to eliminate any 

rents in the importing market. And, therefore, no one would pay anything for 

the right to an import license. 

 

Question: Since government's rarely auction off quota licenses, why does it 

matter if they would hypothetically collect revenue from such auctions? 

Answer: Because the same pressures as outlined above which could prevent 

governments from collecting revenue have potential effects on world pricing. 

The argument above is that the monopolist deprives the government of possible 

auction revenue because it raises the price of its product in all world 

markets, not just the market protected by the quota. So the quota of one 

country could induce price increases in another. 


